
Mobile
Business-class mobile  
with a focus on customer service.



Business mobile service

Built just for businesses
Because we only cater for the business market we understand 
the challenges you face and we’re committed to delivering 
solutions, tariffs and support that help you focus on your 
business. We also understand that we need to deliver these 
solutions on the back of an extensive and reliable network, 
which is why we’ve built our own. 

We’re already one of the UK’s largest providers of fixed voice 
services and applications for thousands of UK businesses, 
and you can rest assured we have applied the same expertise 
and experience into making our mobile network and support 
services business-class and to the highest reliability also.

Coverage
Being contactable and able to work as normal when you 
are mobile is key to doing business well, so having the best 
business mobile network possible is paramount. 

With access to the biggest data network available for business 
in the UK, working on the move won’t be a problem.

Focus on customer service
Gamma is committed to excellence in customer service and 
support - it’s what makes us stand out from our competitors. 
So with Gamma Mobile you get the same first class service 
we already deliver for our other telecom services. Our UK 
support teams are available to handle your query, and we 
have experts in fault resolution and provisioning.

Flexible tariffs 
We offer a range of mobile tariffs including unlimited usage or 
simple pay-as-you-use.

Alongside a selection text and data bolt-ons we offer a 
comprehensive range of dynamic bolt-ons that, unlike 
traditional bolt-ons, there are no charges for them until they 
are used. 

Our auto top-ups keep you in bundle by giving another bundle 
of usage once the initial allowance is exhausted, designed 
to help manage the cost of out of bundle spending. Data 
allowances can be used more efficiently with our Data Pooling 
bolt-on.

Alternatively, we can work with you to find a bespoke package 
that suits your needs.

Gamma Mobile
The business-only mobile network 
with first-class customer service

Flexible working
Gamma Mobile lets you access everything you need to keep 
working no matter where you are. Our services support 
access to email, calendar and tasks on the move as well as 
the internet and your company LAN.

Business continuity
Unexpected events such as snow, floods, strike or roadworks 
need not disrupt business. Gamma Mobile can easily integrate 
with your fixed-line infrastructure to become the key form of 
communication in such an event.

Business travel
Gamma Mobile can help you control your expenditure when 
travelling overseas. We have a range of Business Traveller 
bolt-ons to suit your schedule, reducing the risk of bill shock 
and unexpected data charges.

Professional voicemail
Our reliable, flexible business voicemail platform is a cut 
above the standard residential voicemail that comes with 
other networks. Features include extended messages and 
storage, and flexible and tailored greeting options.

What makes us different?

• We own the core systems within the mobile network
 – We have all the control so you have all the flexibility
 – It’s easier to manage your mobiles
 – You can make adds and changes more quickly

• Built for business
 – Business-centric voicemail
 – Great range of features designed for business
 – Flexible tariffs that grow with your business

• Coverage
 – 99% outdoor coverage, 98% indoor coverage and 

access to over 190 overseas countries 

• Focus on customer service
 – The same service excellence we already deliver for 

our other telecom services

• Fixed/mobile convergence 
 – Connect integrates our award-winning hosted 

phone system, Horizon, with the Gamma Mobile 
service

 – Allows you to access a range of features any time, 
anywhere, regardless of device

Gamma Mobile is a mobile service built exclusively for 
the UK business market, designed to ensure you get 
improved coverage for voice and data. 

With Gamma Mobile your device will empower, not 
hinder your ability to conduct business. 

We have travel bolt-ons that are as flexible as your 
schedule, a fixed/mobile convergence solution to meet 
your unified communication needs and you’ll get a 
network provider with a focus on customer service 
excellence.

gamma.co.uk gamma.co.uk



We’re a certified Carbon Neutral* Company. This means you 
can demonstrate green credentials yourself. By working with 
us you have a solution that not only helps the environment 
but also enables you to become greener and conform to new 
Government environmental policies.

0333 014 0000
marketing@gamma.co.uk
www.gamma.co.uk

Working smarter, together.


